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This card was made with the Wonderful World Stamp Set and the Wonderful World 12" x 12" 
Designer Series Paper.  Isn't the image and paper gorgeous?  You can earn the Wonderful World 
Stamp Set and DSP during Sale-A-Bration with an order of $100 (prior to shipping and tax).  The 
paper is beyond beautiful and the images in the stamp set are equally as beautiful!

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Orchid Oasis cardstock to 11" x 4-1/4", score at 5-1/2"•
DSP - Cut 1 small flower pattern with white background to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 3-3/4" x 2-1/2" approximately for die cutting•
Mat - Cut 1 Orchid Oasis cardstock to 3-3/4" x 2-1/2"•
Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to approximately 2-3/4" x 1-1/4" for die 
cutting

•

Mat for Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Orchid Oasis cardstock to 2-3/4" x 1-1/4"•
Strip - Cut 1 Orchid Oasis cardstock to 5-3/8" x 3/4"•
Inside Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Envelope Flap - Cut 1 coordinating DSP to 2-3/4" x 6"•

1. 
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Start by adhering the 5-3/8" x 4-1/8" piece of DSP to the card base front.2. 
Adhere the Orchid Oasis strip to the front of the card, keeping the strip at least 1/2" from the 
left edge.

3. 

Using the Deckled Rectangles Dies, die cut the white panel measuring 3-3/4" x 2-1/2" using 
the 4th smallest die.

4. 

Using the same die set, cut the sentiment label from 2-3/4" x 1-1/4" piece of white cardstock 
using the smallest die.

5. 

Using sponge daubers, ink up the flower image of your choice from the Wonderful World 
stamp set.  I inked the flower head in Orchid Oasis ink and the stem and leaves in Mossy 
Meadow ink.  Stamp this image onto the largest of the die cut white panels.  Ink the stamp 
again, but only the flower heads this time, and stamp onto the lower right corner of the inside 
white panel.  Do the same for the lower right of the envelope front.

6. 

Using Orchid Oasis ink, stamp the sentiment "Thinking of you" from the Beauty of Friendship 
Stamp Set.

7. 

Adhere the stamped flower image to its Orchid Oasis mat.  8. 
Adhere the sentiment label to its Orchid Oasis mat.9. 
Using Stampin' Dimensionals, adhere the flower panel and sentiment to the card front and 
over top of the Orchid Oasis strip that you previously adhered.  I placed the flower panel on 
the top and the sentiment label on the bottom.

10. 

Using two short lengths of Orchid Oasis Metallic Woven Ribbon, tie a knot in the middle of 
the double strand and use a Mini Glue Dot to adhere the ribbon to the card front.  I tucked 
the knot slightly under the center top of the sentiment label so the short strands would point 
up.

11. 

Place three silver Festive Pearls onto the card front.12. 
Adhere the inside panel to the inside of the card base.13. 
Adhere the 6" x 2-3/4" piece of coordinating DSP to the envelope flap then fussy cut around 
the flap to finish off the envelope.

14. 

The card is complete!  Be sure to take advantage of earning the Wonderful World Stamp Set and 
Designer Series Paper...it is well worth it!  Enjoy!

Products used to create this card are included on the next page.
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Wonderful World 
Bundle (English) - 

159918

Price: $0.00

Add to Cart

Deckled 
Rectangles Dies - 

159173

Price: $30.00

Add to Cart

Beauty Of 
Friendship 

Photopolymer 
Stamp Set - 

154983

Price: $22.00

Add to Cart

Festive Pearls - 
159963

Price: $7.00

Add to Cart

Orchid Oasis 1/8" 
(3.2 Mm) Woven 
Metallic Ribbon - 

159199

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Orchid Oasis 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
159267

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Orchid Oasis 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 159214

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Mossy Meadow 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147111

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Sponge Daubers - 
133773

Price: $5.00

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart
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Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $125.00

Add to Cart
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